New derivatives of polyglutamic acid as drug carrier systems.
PEG-grafted dextran and PHEG derivatives were synthetized to be used as drug carriers. The PEG-containing copolymers showed potential tensioactive properties. Dynamic light-scattering measurements and surface tension measurements indicated that phase separation of dextran/PHEG and PEG occurs on a molecular level in the conjugates and results in the formation of aggregates with a PEG core in which free PEG can be trapped. Blood clearance and body distribution studies were performed on female BALB/c mice. PEG-modified polymers with a high hydrodynamic volume stay longer in the blood stream compared with the non-modified polymers. These high molecular weight conjugates stay in the blood for several hours. Conjugates with a molecular weight below the renal threshold barrier are cleared much faster from the blood and excreted from the body. Concerning the body distribution, the PEG conjugates are not excreted very fast and are not taken up by any organ in particular. It is notable that PEG substitution prevents dextran from liver uptake. Furthermore, a method was developed to link an oligopeptide spacer-drug model and PEG to the same polymer. It was shown that PEG substitution has only little influence on the enzymatic release of the model drug. The above-mentioned results showed that the PEG-grafted polymers were promising candidates for drug carriers.